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Customized Training of Pretrained Language
Models to Detect Post Intents in Online Health
Support Groups

Tootiya Giyahchi, Sameer Singh, Ian Harris, and Cornelia Pechmann

AbstractOnline support groups offer low-cost and accessible health andmental health
support, but low engagement challenges their effectiveness. To encourage engagement
and provide evidence-based responses appropriate to participants’ needs, we propose
an intent detection model for online support groups based on state-of-the-art natural
language processing methods. Such a model enables a chatbot that can increase
interactions and improve discussion quality. Posts in social media are often short and
noisy, especially in group chat. Furthermore, many intents lack data, overlap and/or
have specific priorities. We create a human-annotated dataset of posts with intent
labels from 45 three-month online support groups for quitting smoking. We then train
and examinemodels to predict the intent behind each post. To reduce the effect of noisy
and sparse data, we fine-tune a massive pretrained language model. Also, to represent
the unique relationships between intents, we design customized loss functions for
training. Empirical evaluations show significant performance improvements with the
proposed method; our best model obtains 95.5% accuracy. We also use a fine-grained
set of intents and obtain higher accuracy compared to prior models on online health
forums and communities. Accurate detection of fine-grained intents opens up new
opportunities to improve online self-help support groups.
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1 Introduction

Social media-based health interventions are increasing in the medical field to provide
low-cost and accessible support at scale. However, a significant concern about such
support groups is low engagement, i.e., infrequent interactions [1]. Many studies
have shown a correlation between engagement and better outcomes in online health
support groups [2, 3, 4]. Research [5] also suggests if participants in an online group
do not receive responses to their posts promptly enough, they are likely to drop out.
Using novel methods or tools to increase interactivity in such groups can positively
affect user engagement and outcomes [6, 3, 4].
An accurate intent detection model facilitates solutions to increase engagement

and interactivity in the group while requiring minimal human effort. For example, an
effective intent detection model enables a chatbot to actively respond to posts with
relevant content to address participants’ concerns and provide evidence-based health
information and support. Previous intent detection models in the health domain have
either focused on 1:1 conversations or a limited set of intents and have generally
concentrated only on the original thread of posts. However, text classification for
online support groups requires detection of the main topic discussed by the group
at each point in time. Furthermore, the discussion topics and desired categories for
detection are particular to the group’s purpose; hence, there is often a lack of data
for the application-specific task. Further, the available datasets are often extremely
imbalanced, with many important labels being rare. Additionally, online group chats
are extra noisy due to parallel conversations and talk-turn interruptions. Lastly, there
are application-specific relationships between the labels: labels may be symmetrically
or asymmetrically related, and instances of them may be ambiguous.
This paper introduces customized training of pretrained language models for

automated prediction of user intents in online support groups. We create an annotated
dataset of 45 online support groups for quitting smoking from the Tweet2Quit
study [7] as our empirical task. The dataset consists of 82000 posts labeled with 24
expert-identified intent codes. We experiment with fine-tuning a BERT language
model to address the noisy dataset’s problems and reduce the need for structured and
high-incidence labeled data for the domain-specific task. To improve the accuracy of
detecting important infrequent intents, we balance class weights for training. Finally,
we take the unique relationships between the labels into account and propose an
adaptive modeling approach by designing customized loss functions and adjusting
the evaluation metrics. Overall, we show that these techniques provide considerable
improvements in recognition of specific intents in an online health support group
with an accuracy of 95.5%.

2 Background and Related Work

Chatbots in Health Using chatbots in health domains is increasing because they can
provide online assistance through interactive conversations at users’ convenience and
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for a very low cost. Many chatbots have been proposed for affordable and scalable
promotion of well-being or helping users cope with mental or physical problems
[8, 9]. Understanding the user’s intent is essential for such chatbots to reply with
helpful content. [10] Studies suggest that using a chatbot that can accurately predict
users’ mood and respond appropriately improves engagement. Researchers [11, 12]
also report that chatbots with greater accuracy are more effective at comforting users
and improving their mood.
However, all the mentioned chatbots interact 1:1 with users. They also give users

several fixed options to choose from, and reply based on users’ preformatted responses.
It is rare for them to detect a user’s mood from sensor data [10]. For example, Woebot
[9] is a self-help chatbot for mental health that relies mainly on pre-written questions
and answers. It only uses a natural language algorithm to interpret freely written text
in limited contexts: to detect self-to-harm and crisis language. It then asks the user
for confirmation and, if the user confirms, it offers resources.
For chatbots to expand into online self-help support groups, they must be able to

detect intents based on freely written text. They cannot rely on pre-set questions and
answers to identify intents since this would be unnatural and disrupt the ongoing and
dynamic group discussions that are the hallmark of online communities. Moreover,
most of the important intents are specific to the health topic of the group and infrequent
in other corpora, and so using only pretrained models is not an option [13].

Classification of Medical/Mental Health Conversations Intent detection of posts
or conversations in medical and mental health contexts has been a topic of emerging
interest in recent years. One important application has been to identify intents in
health forums. Zhang et al. [14] try to understand 3 user intents in an online health
forum to help users find useful information within the unstructured datasets. Using a
support vector machine (SVM) classifier, their best model achieves 52.47 F1. McRoy
et al. [15] study online health forums for breast cancer patients and survivors to detect
posts expressing information needs that could be used to improve forum resources
and materials. They develop Naïve Bayes, SVM, and Random Forest classifiers to
detect expressed information need in 8 categories and their best model obtains 63 F1.
Huh et al. [16] use a Naïve Bayes classifier in an online health community (WebMD)
to detect posts that require an expert moderator’s intervention. Their proposed model
detects 4 intents for classification with the best model performing at 54 F1.
Another emerging health application is to detect intents in face-to-face medical

sessions between patient and provider. Park et al. [17] experiment with different
classifiers to detect 27 patient-provider conversation topics in primary care office
talk-turns to more efficiently understand the patient’s most significant complaint
among all those expressed. Their best model attains 61% accuracy. Xiao et al.[18]
classify patients’ utterances in psychotherapy sessions based on domain-specific
behavioral codes (8 therapist codes and 3 client codes) using a Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) model to provide guidance for the therapists, and they achieve 75%
accuracy in therapist code prediction.
Intent detection in online support communities and groups involves unique

challenges as the posts often consist of various group- or subgroup-level discussions
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Table 1 Tweet2Quit Intent Labels by Category

Category Intent labels

medical regimen nrt_dontwork, nrt_dreams, nrt_howtouse, nrt_itworks,
nrt_misuseissues, nrt_od, nrt_skinirritation, nrt_stickissue,
quitdate, ecigs

empathy for negative events fail, scared, stress, tiredness, cravings
empathy for positive events smokefree, smokingless, support
facts cigsmell, savingmoney, health, weightgain
greetings greetings
nonresponse nonresponse

that transpire concurrently but may be on different topics, leading to exceptionally
unstructured and noisy data. Intent codes may overlap even within a single post.
Moreover, domain-specific data may be sparse, and the distribution of important
intents may be especially imbalanced with some rare intents being very important to
predict accurately such as self-harm or crisis events.

Multi Party Dialogues While virtually all prior work has focused on detecting
intents in one-on-one conversations or question-answer discussion forums, our context
is a group chat setup where approximately 20 peers talk to each other as part of
an online self-help group. Intent classification in such groups is crucial to design
a helpful chatbot but it involves numerous challenges. Intent detection must not
be focused on one person but rather on the group or subgroup discussions. Also,
in most cases, the chatbot should only reply to posts that align with the group’s
health or mental health goals, and not to inappropriate tangential posts that could be
detrimental to group member satisfaction and outcomes. The chatbot cannot prompt
with clarifying questions to understand the intents, as any irrelevant input could
disturb the group’s ongoing conversations and damage engagement. Moreover, the
model must be able to accurately identify the most dominant and relevant intent being
discussed in the group at any one time, so the chatbot contributes to the ongoing
conversation meaningfully and appropriately, without being disruptive or derailing
the dialogue which would be counterproductive.
Currently, there are very few chatbots designed to engage in an online group

discussion. Savage et al. [19] and Kim et al. [20] both use a chatbot to improve
collaboration among group members, but their goal is to ensure equal participation
by members, which is just one of the many goals we have for improving engagement.
Seering et al. [21] report improvement in an online community’s engagement using
a chatbot but they examine a gaming community, not a self-help group for health.
Seering et al. [22] suggest chatbots have great potential to serve online groups
and communities and can help to address challenges regarding maintaining and
moderating group members and they urge more research in the area.
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Table 2 Description and examples of important post intents for Tweet2Quit online support groups

Intent Code Description Examples

nrt_howtouse Asks question or gives instructions
about how to use NRT products

How often should I use the lozenges?
Chew it for a little bit and put between
cheek and gum.

nrt_misuseissues StatesNRT gum/lozenge has bad taste,
irritates throat, causes sense of burn-
ing or spicy, makes nauseous or gag

The gum has a strong nicotine taste.
The gum burns my mouth.
It hurts my throat.
I want to throw up.

nrt_od States NRT is too strong and causes
overdose

The 21mg patches are making me
sweat and feel bad.
I am doing better with the 14 MG.

nrt_itworks States NRT works The patches work if you’re determined.
Lozenges are good.
I still use the gum for cravings.

tiredness States feeling tired I feel like I am about to fall asleep.
I am out of energy.

smokefree States success in being smoke free It has been 13 days sincemy last smoke.
I’ve had some severe cravings today
but worked through them.

3 Tweet2Quit Dataset

To explore the problem of modeling a post intent predictor in an online health support
group, we use data from Tweet2Quit [3]. Tweet2Quit is a social media intervention
for quitting smoking, where in addition to receiving free nicotine replacement therapy
(NRT), smokers seeking to quit are assigned to a private 20-person Twitter-based
support group to interact with peers and exchange information. A previous study
on Tweet2Quit [4] has shown that engagement is a challenge because it is often
low; but the more a participant posts the more likely they are to maintain abstinence
from smoking (𝑝 < 0.001). Other main challenges with smoking cessation support
groups are participants’ hesitancy to use NRT and their other struggles with medical
regimen compliance [23]. While sending daily auto-messages with relevant questions
to encourage peer-to-peer discussions has been effective in Tweet2Quit [3], the
abstinence rate is still below 40% [4].
We believe that an automated intent detection system can be used to design

a chatbot that can create a better interactive environment and encourage medical
regimen compliance by contributing to the group discussion based on the immediately
preceding post intent to improve engagement and ultimately successful smoking
abstinence. The next section explains data collection and annotation and discusses
how we identified the intent labels.
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3.1 Data Collection

We collected a dataset of posts from 45 groups in two prior Tweet2Quit studies. Eight
groups came from the first study conducted from 2012-2014 [3] and 36 groups plus
one pilot came from the second study conducted from 2016-2019. Each group ran for
a three month period with 20 members, and the mean number of posts per group was
1822. Overall we collected more than 82000 posts by Tweet2Quit participants.

3.2 Identification of the Intents to Annotate

Tweet2Quit researchers identified intents that were desirable or useful posts, and
arranged for these intents to be annotated, so that a chatbot will be able to accurately
detect and respond to such intents. The ultimate goals are to increase the number of
desirable posts, enhance engagement and improve abstinence. Intents are considered
desirable for the online groups if they are relevant to quitting smoking or important
to the proper functioning of the support groups, and they have meaningful frequency.
First, Tweet2Quit researchers identified a set of important intents related to clinical

practice guidelines about the medical regimen for quitting smoking [24]. Medical
regimen intents included use of Nicotine Replacement Therapy (NRT) both its
efficacy and side effects, setting a quit date, and e-cigarettes. Studies on Tweet2Quit
[3] affirm that posts about medical regimen compliance, e.g., setting a quit date
or use of nicotine patches, relate significantly to smoking abstinence. Facts about
quitting smoking were also included as intents including health benefits, money saved,
weight gain and second-hand cigarette smell, because clinical practice guidelines
recommend that doctors discuss these topics with smokers.
In addition, intents were identified that relate to online community building,

emotional bonding and self-disclosure among the group members based on the
literature on online community functioning [6]. Community-building intents included
greetings to group members, and empathy for both positive and negative events
related to members’ quit-smoking attempts (e.g., successes and failures) which were
self-disclosed. Tweet2Quit research has shown that bonding through self-disclosure
increases the strength of social ties within the support group which significantly
enhances smoking abstinence [25]. The final intent category included all posts that
were tangential to the support group goal of quitting smoking, and were labeled
nonresponse because the chatbot should not respond to such posts. Our recent analysis
shows that, as anticipated, such posts are statistically unrelated to smoking abstinence.
Overall we identified 24 intent codes that were annotated as shown in Table 1

with their corresponding categories. Twenty-three of the intents are designed to be
triggering intents that will cause the chatbot to contribute to the group chat when
recognized, while one ("nonresponse") represents all other intents that are designed to
be non-triggering, meaning the chatbot will not respond. Table 1 provides descriptions
and examples of some of the more important intent labels.
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3.3 Reliability

The overall reliability of the annotation process was determined based on Cohen’s
Kappa measure as 0.93, which is considered high agreement between the annotators
[26]. The reliability of each label was calculated considering the number of times
two research assistants agreed on the intent compared to the total number of posts
with that intent based on the final annotation. Per label reliability scores ranged from
87.3% for "nrt_itworks" to 97.2% for "nonresponse".

3.4 Annotation Process

The annotation of intents took place from October 2019 through February 2021
with 25 research assistants working on over 82000 posts. The majority of the
research assistants were undergraduates with two being high school seniors. The
students’ majors included Public Health, Nursing, Biology, Biomedical Engineering,
Urban Studies, Cognitive Science, Education, Sociology, Business Administration,
Economics and Informatics and the students were from the United States primarily
but also Brazil, Germany and China. All posts were annotated.
During the training of the research assistants, the project manager discussed each

intent in detail and provided formal definitions, key words and examples. After this
initial training, the research assistants were given a practice set of posts and were
required to achieve an 80% or higher accuracy in terms of selecting the correct
intent. For continued learning and training, a database of posts for each intent was
maintained, shared and referred to as needed.
The training meetings were conducted in person in the beginning, then transitioned

to Microsoft Teams once the team expanded to included international researchers and
due to COVID-19. Meetings were held weekly until formal training was completed
and then became biweekly. At later meetings, posts that were difficult to annotate were
discussed by the team to determine the most suitable codes to use and why. During
the post-training or annotation phase, each post was reviewed by two trained research
assistants working independently to determine what intent fit the post best, including
whether the post fell into the “nonresponse” (irrelevant) category. If the two reviewers
disagreed, a third more highly expert research assistant was brought in to review the
post. This third reviewer worked independently as well, i.e., without seeing the intents
assigned by the first two. Whenever two research assistants agreed on the intent, that
was the final intent that was annotated; otherwise the third research assistant who had
the greatest domain-specific expertise determined the final annotated intent.
The annotation process resulted in an extremely unbalanced dataset with more

than 56% of the posts labeled as "nonresponse", i.e., support group irrelevant. Figure
1 shows the distribution of intents in the training and validation dataset aggregated by
their categories.
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Fig. 1 The distribution of intent labels in the combined training and validation dataset grouped by
domain. 56.2% fell into the "nonresponse" (support group irrelevant) class.

4 Models

We use the annotated dataset to solve a supervised text classification problem to
develop an intent detection model for our online support groups. We explore and
compare two different NLP model strategies: 1- Bag-of-Words: Using Tf-Idf (Term
Frequency Inverse Document Frequency) vectorization and a Random Forest model.
2- Language Models: Transfer Learning of a BERT model.

4.1 Random Forest (baseline)

Random Forest (RF) [27] is one of the best performing classifiers for text classification
and is specifically suitable for noisy and high-dimensional data such as social media
posts [28, 29]. RF creates a set of decision trees that each decides for a random
collection of features. We evaluate the performance of an RF model for our text
classification task as our baseline.

4.2 Pretrained Language Models

In recent years, pretrained large neural languagemodels [30, 31, 32] have demonstrated
state-of-the-art performance for all types of downstream tasks. Being trained on a
massive unlabeled corpus of text, these models offer powerful universal language
representations that can significantly improve the results with proper fine-tuning on
a target task. A major advantage of transfer learning with pretrained large neural
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language models is their ability to tackle dataset sparsity; more than 56% of our
labeled dataset consists of "nonresponse" posts unimportant for the intervention.
Among pretrained languagemodels, BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations

from Transformers) [30] has obtained some of the bests results on popular NLP
benchmarks such as GLUE [33]. BERT is based on a deep bidirectional transformer
and is trained for masked word prediction (MLM) and next sentence prediction. Thus
BERT generates token-level and sentence-level representations for both left and right
contexts. We investigate the effect of fine-tuning a BERT [30] on task performance
and study if it can address issues regarding noise and sparsity in the dataset.

5 Adapting to the Labels’ Relationships

Although we first experiment assuming our task is a standard multi-class classification,
intents are usually not completely independent in an online support group. Also,
different mispredictions have different levels of impact on the group, depending on
actual and predicted classes. For example, suppose the model mispredicts a "fail"
labeled post (stating a failure to quit smoking) as "smokefree" (meaning success
in quitting), and the chatbot responds wrongly with praise. Not only would that be
an irrelevant and disruptive message, but it could also have a counter-productive
effect on the group by conveying that smoking is ok. But if the model mispredicts
a "nrt_skinirritation" post (comment that the NRT patch causes skin irritation) as
"nrt_howtouse", the chatbot’s response would not be perfect but still would be helpful
and relevant to the topic to some degree. These relationships may be asymmetric, i.e.,
misprediction of intent X as intent Y may be tolerable, but misprediction of intent Y
as intent X may be unacceptable and harmful to the support group.
To understand the special relationships between the intents in our dataset, we asked

domain-expert Tweet2Quit researchers to answer if every possible misprediction
would be acceptable or not. Figure 2 shows the final tolerable mispredictions and
demonstrates the asymmetries in the intents’ relationships. For instance, when users
post seeking empathy for a positive or negative experience, a general empathetic
supportive response should be acceptable if the model cannot recall the specific label
with high confidence. In contrast, when users seek help with using NRT, the bot
should respond with suitable NRT use guidance.

5.1 Customized Loss Functions

To represent the unique relationships between the labels in our model and adjust
the training process based on that, we define multiple customized Negative Log
Likelihood (NLL) loss functions and use them for fine-tuning the pretrained model.
A standard NLL loss for a neural network is formulated as:
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Fig. 2 Acceptable mispre-
dictions: For each true label
(y-axis), its acceptable pre-
dictions are marked (x-axis).
The asymmetry in the labels’
relationships implies that the
classes should not be combined
for training or evaluation.
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Tr
ue

𝑙𝑛 = −𝑤𝑦𝑛𝑥𝑛,𝑦𝑛
ℓ(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑁

𝑛=1
1∑𝑁

𝑛=1 𝑤𝑦𝑛

𝑙𝑛
(1)

Where 𝑁 is the batch size, 𝑥 is the predicted vector, 𝑦 is the target vector, and 𝑤 is the
class weight.
To adjust our loss function based on the label’s relationship, for each label 𝑦, we

consider a vector 𝑧 of size 𝐶 that represents all the acceptable labels for 𝑦. Then we
use 𝑧 to mask out all 𝑦-acceptable indices of 𝑥 and sum over the rest to calculate the
loss. We experiment with different versions of adjusted loss functions, as shown here:

• Customized Non-balanced Loss:

𝑣𝑛 = 𝑧𝑦𝑛 ◦ 𝑥𝑛,𝑦𝑛 𝑙𝑛 = −∑𝐶
𝑖=1 𝑣𝑛𝑖

ℓ(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑙𝑛
𝑁

(2)

While this loss function focuses on non-acceptable mispredictions to penalize
the model during training, it doesn’t consider the class weights. We introduce the
following loss that uses the original true label’s class weight for balancing the loss
function.

• Customized Weighted Loss:

𝑣𝑛 = 𝑧𝑦𝑛 ◦ 𝑥𝑛,𝑦𝑛 𝑙𝑛 = −∑𝐶
𝑖=1 (𝑣𝑛𝑖 )𝑤𝑦𝑛

ℓ(𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑𝑁

𝑛=1 𝑙𝑛∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑤𝑦𝑛

(3)

Since we mask out the tolerable predictions to calculate the loss, using only the
true label’s class weight for balancing may not be the best option. For the following
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loss function, we introduce 𝑢𝑛 that aggregates (uses the mean of) the weights of
all acceptable classes for prediction to compute a balanced loss.

• Customized Balanced Loss:

𝑊 = {𝑤𝑦 , . . . , 𝑤𝑦𝑐} 𝑡𝑛 = 𝑧𝑦𝑛 ◦𝑊
𝑢𝑛 =

∑𝐶
𝑖=1 𝑡𝑛𝑖
|𝑡𝑛 | 𝑙𝑛 = −∑𝐶

𝑖=1 (𝑣𝑛𝑖 )𝑢𝑛
ℓ(𝑥, 𝑦) =

∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑙𝑛∑
𝑛=1 𝑢𝑛

(4)

6 Experiments

In this section, we present experiments to evaluate the proposed methods in sections
4 and 5. We compare the results of different models and discuss our observations.

6.1 Experimental Setup

From the 45 labeled groups, the seven chronologically latest groups are set aside
for testing, and the remaining 38 groups’ posts are randomly split into training and
validation (development) sets using a 75%-25% ratio, respectively. We use stratified
sampling to make sure the split is inclusive for the imbalanced dataset. We perform
training using the training dataset, find the best version of the model using the
validation set, and then report the model’s performance using the test dataset.

Random Forest (baseline) To train an RFmodel, we first use common preprocessing
techniques to clean the text data before extracting features for vectorization; we
eliminate uninformative noisy data from the text such as mentions and links, convert
the contracted form of verbs, and decode emojis. We also use Tf-Idf to vectorize text
data for 1 to 3-grams, and remove English stop words tokens along with setting a
threshold to identify and remove corpus-specific stop words. Table 3 contains the
performance results after training an RF classifier on our training dataset.
As a result of our imbalanced dataset, aggregated recall and F1-score are very low

for our baseline model, and the model does not detect many important labels properly.
High precision scores and poor recall and F1-score scores for the infrequent intents
indicate the model’s poor recognition of the labels. The RF model does not recognize
labels like "nrt_don’twork", "nrt_howtouse" and "smokingless".

6.2 Pretrained Language Models

To fine-tune a BERT model on our training dataset, we use the pretrained parameters
as our starting point and fine-tune all parameters while appending a dense layer and
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Table 3 BERT vs RF performance with the original metrics.

Intent Label Precision Recall F1 Support
RF BERT RF BERT RF BERT

nrt_dontwork 0.0 56.4 0.0 43.7 0.0 49.2 71
nrt_dreams 82.6 57.8 35.8 69.8 50.0 63.2 53
nrt_howtouse 0.0 46.3 0.0 42.3 0.0 44.2 104
nrt_itworks 50.0 56.0 1.5 59.8 2.9 57.9 132
nrt_misuseissues 50.0 53.1 2.4 63.4 4.7 57.8 41
nrt_od 0.0 30.4 0.0 70.0 0.0 42.4 10
nrt_skinirritation 100.0 63.9 2.9 65.7 5.6 64.8 35
nrt_stickissue 100.0 84.2 2.4 75.3 4.6 79.5 85
quitdate 76.1 80.9 54.7 75.3 63.6 78.0 320
ecigs 100.0 78.2 17.8 93.2 30.2 85.0 73
fail 83.3 69.1 3.3 61.4 6.3 65.1 153
scared 100.0 77.6 7.2 62.7 13.5 69.3 83
stress 87.5 85.1 23.6 77.0 37.2 80.9 148
tiredness 71.4 56.3 11.6 62.8 20.0 59.3 43
cravings 55.1 53.0 16.0 65.8 24.8 58.7 269
smokefree 66.4 74.2 35.4 77.2 46.2 75.7 821
smokingless 0.0 56.5 0.0 78.8 0.0 65.8 33
support 85.6 78.1 53.9 78.3 66.1 78.2 2167
cigsmell 65.8 70.2 32.9 86.8 43.9 77.6 76
savingmoney 64.7 55.0 24.4 78.9 35.5 64.8 90
health 74.1 54.5 15.0 77.2 24.9 63.9 267
weightgain 70.0 56.7 29.5 74.1 41.5 64.2 166
greetings 82.3 85.2 69.9 78.7 75.6 81.8 634
nonresponse 76.4 91.2 97.6 89.1 85.7 90.1 10518
macro avg 64.2 65.4 22.4 71.1 28.5 67.4 16392
weighted avg 76 84.7 77 84 72.7 84.3 16392

Table 4 Evaluating loss functions using adjusted metrics for BERT. Best performance in bold.

Loss Function Macro Average Weighted Average

P R F1 P R F1

RF (baseline) 66.3 23.8 30.5 83.3 78.5 80.8
NLL 68.1 73.5 70.0 87.7 87.5 87.6
Nonbalanced 80.4 78.9 77.6 70.0 95.5 80.8
Weighted 71.6 82.1 73.6 59.6 94.5 73.1
Balanced 71.8 88.8 77.1 58.9 94.3 72.5

a softmax layer specific to our task. As our dataset is imbalanced, we calculate a
compensating balanced set of class weights to improve the model’s prediction for
the rare labels. We fine-tune the model for 15 epochs and evaluate the model after
each training epoch on the validation dataset to pick the best performing model.
In this stage, we use validation accuracy (weighted average recall) to choose the
best epoch. Table 3 compares the results for training the RF and the BERT. As we
expect, using pretrained language models causes significant improvement in every
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aggregated metric compared to the RF model. In addition, performance scores of the
infrequent labels dramatically improve compared to RF. RF scores are better solely
for "nonresponse" recall and for precision with some less frequent labels, but overall
show low recall and F1. These results indicate the ability of pretrained BERT to
address dataset sparsity.

6.3 Loss Functions and Adjusted Metrics

The conventional performance metrics for multi-class classification assume all classes
are completely independent and treat all mispredictions the same. However, as we
explained earlier in Section 5, this is not the case in our problem. Here we describe
how we adjust our metrics and evaluate customized loss functions which consider the
special relationships between classes in our application.
To adjust the evaluation metrics we move the acceptable mispredictions from the

false negative and false positive counts to the corresponding true positive counts. True
negative counts of a label continue to indicate that the misprediction is unacceptable.
To examine the proposed customized loss functions, we re-evaluate the performance
of our RF and BERT (original loss) models with the new adjusted metrics for
comparison. In addition, besides adjusted accuracy, we determine the macro average
F1-score as the conclusive metric to pick the best model during the validation phases.
We pick the macro average since the majority class (nonresponse) is least important
in our problem, and we do not want it to have more weight in our calculation.
For customized training of BERT with the non-balance (equation (2)), weighted

(equation (3)), and balanced (equation (4)) loss functions, we follow the same
configuration and process explained in section 6.2. We train the model for 15 epochs
for each of the proposed customized losses, and pick the best model based on the
macro-F1 in the validation phase.
Table 4 summarizes the results for fine-tuning BERT with the customized loss

functions. For all the macro averaged metrics, every customized training performs
better than the original loss function (+ 4-15%) demonstrating the effectiveness of the
proposed loss functions. Furthermore, using the suggested loss functions, the accuracy
increases to 94.3-95.5% (from 87.5% using NLL loss). Although the original loss
displays better weighted precision and F1-scores, given our highly imbalanced dataset,
its significantly lower macro recall demonstrates how customize training improves
the model’s recognition of the infrequent labels towards the desired performance.
Overall the non-balanced loss method scores the best, excelling on macro-precision,
macro-F1 and accuracy. Weighting or balancing on weight class may not work as well
in our application since we accept predictions from classes with different weights,
e.g., a minority class may be acceptably predicted as an instance of a majority class.
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7 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper seeks to address the low engagement and interactivity issues in online
health support groups via a post intent detection model. Subtle detection of post
intents is the first step to effectively intervening with engaging strategies such as a
Chatbot to improve the quality of discussions and the health outcomes of the groups.
While previous work focuses on 1:1 conversations or question-answer forums, our

context is a live group chat where approximately 20 peers post. Accurate detection
of intents is more critical in a group chat setup where irrelevant interruptions are
likely to disrupt group conversations and functioning and discourage participation.
However, intent detection in such an environment is exceptionally challenging due to
extremely noisy turn-taking and sparsity of certain important intents in the dataset.
Furthermore, intent labels are often overlapping with asymmetric relationships.
We present an expert-annotated dataset with a fine-grained set of 24 intents

from support groups for quitting smoking and use it to explore the problem of
intent detection. We propose fine-tuning a pretrained language model (BERT) with
a customized loss function representing the relationship between the labels as a
promising solution that obtains 95.5% accuracy in our application. To our knowledge,
no prior intent detection model in online health communities has performed this well.
Although our experiments are limited to samples from online support groups for

smoking cessation, given the large and fine-grained set of intents that we recognize
compared to other related works, our method may well have a bearing on different
online support groups. As this paper aims to identify the most dominant intent of each
post to respond appropriately, future research could usefully explore multi-label intent
detection in online support groups where a single post contains multiple unrelated
intents. A further study could investigate ways to utilize contextual information from
the whole group discussions to improve intent recognition and to distinguish between
labels involving similar words. Recognition of intents expressed as jokes, memes,
or particular references (e.g., inter-group incidents, movies, books, etc.) is another
interesting topic for future work. Finally, more research is needed to test and evaluate
the effectiveness of our work for increasing engagement in online support groups.
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